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Pure white marble is the result of
metamorphism of a very pure (silicate-poor)
limestone or dolomite protolith. The
characteristic swirls and veins of many
coloured marble varieties are usually due to
various mineral impurities such as clay, silt,
sand, iron oxides, or chert which were
originally present as grains or layers in the
limestone.

Marble is a rock resulting from metamorphism
of sedimentary carbonate rocks, most
commonly limestone or dolomite rock.
Marble is commonly used for sculpture and
as a building material.
Metamorphism causes variable recrystallization
of the original carbonate mineral grains. The
resulting marble rock is typically composed
of an interlocking mosaic of carbonate
crystals. Primary sedimentary textures and
structures of the original carbonate rock
(protolith) have typically been modiﬁed or
destroyed.

Green coloration is often due to serpentine
resulting from originally high magnesium
limestone or dolostone with silica impurities.
These various impurities have been
mobilized and recrystallized by the intense
pressure and heat of the metamorphism.
Some marbles stones are soft and liable to
fragmenting under pressure while some
stones are partially porous and foreign
particles can easily engrain, reducing quality.
The quality ranges are deﬁned by diﬀerent
colours and texture with common colours
ranging from black through to brilliant white.
Marble is notably a very heavy cargo and is
oﬀered for transport as tiles, slabs and hewn
rocks. Tiles and slabs are normally packaged
in timber crating with straw like protection
and slabs can also be oﬀered for transport on
A frames. Blocks and rocks are presented
bare.
Due to the weight of this cargo and
potentially irregular base area (footprint) it is
very important to spread the weight over the
full area of the container.

For exports, generally containers are safest
mode of shipping while in domestic market,
it can be primarily transported by open body
trucks. Hewn rocks or blocks are generally
loaded from top side and hence require
open-body trucks or trailers while for exports
they can be shipped in open-top containers.
The diﬀerent types of marbles require
diﬀerent shipping solutions:

Tiled marble - GP Containers
Generally oﬀered in heavy wooden crates of
up to two tonnes. Since most locations from
where marble stones, slabs or blocks are
shipped have soft grounds it is prudent that
when loading a truck or trailer, due attention
must be given to ground on which vehicle is
standing . The weight may cause vehicle tyres
to sink into soft ground.
Crates should be stuﬀed crossways into the
container, to allow forklift access. Great care
must be taken to ensure that cargo crates
weight are evenly distributed on the ﬂoor of
container & in no case the container is
overloaded.

Tiled marble – Trucks/Trailers
When side loading is being done on trailers it
must be ensured that crates are loaded in
centreline of the vehicle & that vehicle does
not tilt towards any side. On open-body
trucks ensure that cargo crates can be duly
choked using wooden battens and/or lashing
materials.

Crates must have base battens to allow for
forklifts or lifting slings to be attached or
removed. Crates must always be stowed
vertically without learning on surrounding
cargo. Stowage should be evenly distributed
commencing from each side panel and the
centre aisle chocked on completion.

Slab Marble - GP Containers
Slabs should be stuﬀed into container in a
fore and aft direction to avoid deceleration
during transit (caused by G forces). Crates
must always be stowed vertically without
leaning on surrounding cargo.
When loading onto “A frames” a substantial
base must be provided which is almost the
width of the container. The frame must be of
steel construction, of suﬃcient strength with
appropriate stiﬀeners and properly welded.
Care must be taken to distribute the weight
properly over the container ﬂoor using
timber runners in a fore and aft direction.
(This allows weight distribution over the
cross members of the container ﬂoor).

Even distribution of cargo is required on
either side of the A frame.
“A frame” with slabs are not advisable on
ﬂat-rack containers as suﬃcient cargo
protection is not aﬀorded.

Slab Marble – Trucks
Best method must be loaded either on “A
frames” or in crates ensuring the wight
distribution over truck bed if even & that
slabs are duly secured on each side of frames
with utmost care. The slabs must be lashed
to the “A frame” independently. This is
carried out using timber lathes at intervals
along its length and by introducing timber
pressure at half height, overall lashings are
then applied.
The base of the “A frame must also be
chocked against the bottom rails of the
container using timber chocks covering at
least two corrugations at each chock. Vertical
movement in transit is prevented with
wires/banding
placed
over
the
“A
frame”/load and secured to lashing points
along the bottom rails. Care must be taken
that lashing wires/banding are never in direct
contact with the marble, edge protectors
should be used.
“A frame” with slabs are not advisable on ﬂat
rack trailers as suﬃcient cargo protection is
not aﬀorded.

Block Marble - GP containers
Blocks must be placed centrally within the
container and weight distributed evenly. This
can be achieved using fore and aft timber
battens of suﬃcient strength (minimum 10 x
10 cms). Ensure container payload is
suﬃcient for the intended cargo. Blocks over
26 tonnes should not be stuﬀed in a GP
container and should be shipped on ﬂat-rack
container
Stuﬃng of heavy blocks is done by carefully
landing the blocks, using cranes, onto fore
and aft timber battens inside the container.
Thereafter by drifting and pushing the block
over the battens when the required stowage
positioning is reached. Discharging is carried
out using drag wires attached to a forklift and
pulled out. It must be ensured that the
container is sitting on ﬂat surface, so the
container does not drag with the block when
being pulled. Sometime an anchor may be
required on opposite side to hold the
container.
Securing of blocks is usually done along the
base of the block. But side wooden choking
may also be done if smaller block is loaded on
top of bigger block. ensuring that while doing
double stacking, the top block must be
smaller and wooden chocks and timber are
used.
Block Marble - Open Top containers
Before loading, timber battens are placed on
the container ﬂoor. Top loading is performed
via a crane. Care must be taken to avoid
lifting gear contact with the marble.

(Do not use nylon web slings which stretch
and tear). Lashing to be performed as for GP
containers.

•

On completion of loading operations all roof
bows to be ﬁtted and tilt/tarpaulin ﬁtted and
sealed.

•

Block Marble – Flat-rack containers
Fore and aft timber battens to be placed on
the container ﬂoor for weight distribution.
Even weight distribution is essential with
careful positioning of the block/s onto the
ﬂat-rack container. Securing is carried out
fore & aft with timber stoppers across the
ends of the ﬂat-rack ﬂoor and choking to the
blocks. Crossway timber blocks should be
ﬁtted into the stanchion pockets (a minimum
of 30 cms above the ﬂoor) of the ﬂat-rack
container. Finally wire lashing/banding
should be placed over the blocks at regular
intervals and fastening with the heavy-duty
eyes on the ﬂat-rack base.

Stopper timbers (or chokes) must be used
on front & back sides and big timbers
underneath the block over enough
length.
Chokes must be used to protect
movement of cargo inside the container.

General Container stuﬃng guidelines for all
types of Marbles:
• 30 tonnes tested containers to be used.
• Weight on ﬂoor max 5 tonnes per linear
meter.
• The block MUST not touch the ﬂoor
(should slid and lay on long timbers).
• Timber battens are spread underneath
the block - Example: 1 block of 20T =
4-meter-long Timber.
• Center of gravity of cargo should be as
close as possible to the centre of the
container.
• Wedging on all sides on the container.
• Recommended wedging: height = 10%
minimum as high as the block.
• Recommended wedging = 1 per 0,5 mete -

•

Example: 1.5 x 2 meters block = 3 wedges
(chokes) minimum on each side and 2
wedges minimum on front and back.
Lashing must also be used in addition to
the above.

Marble may also be shipped in break-bulk
condition directly in ship’s hold. General
handling instructions for all types of marble
cargoes: When handling at terminals care
must be exercised while using slings or
forklifts to load marble tiles, slabs or blocks.
The crane operator should avoid jerks or
swings while handling these cargoes.

Very heavy blocks may require jumbo cranes
& onboard stowage rules are:

Heavy blocks are loaded as close to the
centreline of the ship. In the middle cargo
holds, away from the ends of the vessel. (As
close to the tipping centre). Blocks should
only be loaded in lower deck and with
placement over strongest frames of tank-top
and directly secured using welded stoppers &
welded anchors for lashings chains.
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BACK-TO-BASICS
QUESTION OF THE MONTH
“An Indian client was importing high value machinery from Europe on CFR basis by Sea. He took
an All Risks policy from Indian Insurance company, from European loadport to Indian discharge
port and from there till ﬁnal destination warehouse in India. After the cargo reached discharge
port, it was stored at customs-bonded warehouse. As per the duration clause in the policy, the
client had 60 days to clear the cargo and reach ﬁnal destination. On 60th day, the client arranged
for clearing and delivery of cargo. The machine was loaded on the truck but the truck developed
some technical issue. After much consultation with a truck repairing company, it was
understood that the problem could not be ﬁxed at the location and hence the machine had to
be unloaded. By this time 60 days period was over. Next truck could only be arranged by next
day, and while loading, the machine fell down and got damaged. The Insured lodged a claim.”
Is the claim tenable?
LAST MONTH’S QUESTION
Pharma client shipped pharma cargo by air to central America. The cargo was to be transshipped at Istanbul airport. At Istanbul the cargo was put on hold by customs, without giving
any reason. The client pursued with forwarders & airlines but no avail. After trying & waiting
for eight months the client ﬁled claim stating, that since the material is on hold for more than
eight months, the material cannot be used, and the party has also cancelled the order.
Is the claim tenable?

ANSWER
The claim is not tenable as per ICC -A # 4 [loss damage or expense caused by delay,
even though the delay be caused by a risk insured against]
Please send your replies/answers ONLY to: marine.newslink@tataaig.com

CORRECT ANSWERS SENT BY: (In order of replies received)
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Ashish Sharma

Shree Cement

•

Suresh Desai

Suresh Desai & Associates, Surat.

•

Sohag Parikh

Cadila Healthcare Ltd., Ahmedabad

•

Hema Raghav

Optima Insurance Brokers Pvt Ltd., New Delhi

•

Azad Kumar

UIB Insurance Brokers (India) Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai

•

Lakshmi

Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories, Hyderabad

•

Bharat Bhushan

Optima Insurance Brokers Pvt Ltd., New Delhi
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